ACO 1200 Surface Studio Cr. 3  
Core studio for visual communication in a spectrum of two-dimensional media and color theory. Explorations include elements and principles of design, basic digital technique, basic traditional material handling, creative thinking, critical discussion and problem solving. Offered Every Term.  
Restriction(s): Enrollment is limited to Undergraduate level students.  
Course Material Fees: $105

ACO 1230 Space Studio Cr. 3  
Core studio for visual communication in a spectrum of three-dimensional media and composition in the built environment. Explorations include elements and principles of design, basic digital techniques, material handling, shop experience, and creative problem solving. Offered Every Term.  
Restriction(s): Enrollment is limited to Undergraduate level students.  
Course Material Fees: $140

ACO 1270 Time Studio Cr. 3  
Core studio for visual communication in time-based media composition including elements and principles of design, basic time-based methods for audio/video production, performance, social practice, creative thinking, and critical discussion and problem solving. Offered Every Term.  
Restriction(s): Enrollment is limited to Undergraduate level students.  
Course Material Fees: $150